
The feature 
packed mobile 
shower trolley

Barella Shower 
Trolley Range



Over the years we have dealt with many professionals, 
working with users of showering and bathing 
equipment across the UK. One thing we have heard 
many times over is the importance of shower trolleys 
that are robust and carer friendly – they should be 
comfortable and have a good platform size to enable 
turning and aid personal hygiene routines.

The Barella trolley range has been designed to  
combine all of these important features, and provides 
an ever-expanding collection of trolley sizes and 
options to bring you the perfect solution for shower 
trolley bathing. Many customers have taken advantage 
of our quick delivery service on the most popular 
models in the range, from high stock levels in our 
central warehouse.

The Barella range is also available through the  
NHS Supply Chain -  we know and can demonstrate  
to our customers that our products will perform in  
the most demanding of environments.

Whatever your requirements, contact one of our 
product advisors. You can be sure that when you 
partner with Wealden Rehab you will get a solution to 
be proud of. We look forward to hearing from you!

Simon Campbell 
Managing Director 

Welcome to  
Wealden Rehab

Care Equipment Excellence



Barella is the product of many 

years of research, fine tuning 

and critical observation. The 

latest range of shower trolleys 

is designed to offer stability, 

comfort and convenience.

Developed into a modular selection 

of chassis, platforms and options, 

your choice of product is both 

extensive and focussed. We now believe 

we have the broadest collection of shower 

trolleys to choose from, ensuring that 

‘making do’ is a sentiment of the past.

At the heart of the Barella range is the ability 

to choose the specification of your trolley 

according to your individual requirements.

Modular accessories can be chosen at the 

time of order, making the breadth of choice 

the widest in the market.

The Barella Shower 
Trolley Range
Welcome to the world of Barella, 
where your comfort is our focus, 
and your investment is our passion.
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Paediatric
Inside width 60 cm
For use especially with children up to 160 cm tall. 

Adult
Inside width 68 cm
For users up to 188cm tall.

Bariatric and Wide Top
Inside width 80 cm
For larger users up to 188 cm tall.
*This wide platform is also available on the Adult Barella

Barella Platform Size

Please email sales@wealdenrehab.com or call 0845 658 8411 to discuss the Barella range in more detail 3

Paediatric - BP31

Safe working load SWL exceeds the maximum 
patient weight by 20 Kg, as specified in the icon 
next to the various models above.

Battery

Hydr.

16
0 

cm

60 cm

150 Kg

Adult - BR32

Heavy Duty - BB33

Battery

Hydr.

18
8 

cm

68 or 80 cm

180 Kg

Battery

18
8 

cm

68 or 80 cm

225 Kg

A. Inside width 60 cm

For use especially with children 
up to 160 cm tall. 70cm

174cm

B. Inside width 68 cm

For users up to 188cm tall.

202cm

78cm

C. Inside width 80 cm

For larger users up to 
188 cm tall. 

90cm

202cm

Shower Trolley Chassis Range Platform Size

Paediatric

Adult

Heavy Duty

Small Platform, 
174 x 70

X

Regular Platform,  
202 x 78cm

X

X

Large Platform,  
202 x 90cm

X

X

Platform Compatibility

The platform on the 
Barella can be easily 
adjusted in angle 
to assist with water 
drainage and rolling 
transfers, between 12° 
Trendelenburg and 5° 
Anti-Trendelenburg’

Adjusting the shower trolley platform 
The shower trolley height can be adjusted via electric actuator or hydraulic piston.
The electric version can be adjusted using a pedal control or a handset.  
Electric versions are supplied with a battery charger

Height Adjustment

Hydraulic, with double pedal
Adjustment via hydraulic piston, with 
pedals on both sides of the trolley.

Electric, with handset
In this case, the carer can adjust the 
height electrically using a handset.

Electric, with pedal
This is an alternative option for 
electric height adjustment. The 
control is securely placed in a support, 
which can be attached at the base 
of the structure if so required by the 
user. The control can also be used as 
handset, or removed from its support 
and attached wherever needed using 
the magnet.
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Angle-adjustable backrest
This helps give greater comfort to both the user and carer 
during washing, as it allows to change the patient’s position. 
The backrest can be easily raised by the carer via gas spring 
and ergonomic control.

A. Non-adjustable backrest
The patient remains in a supine (flat) position inside the 
mattress. The patient’s head can be lifted using a wedge 

pillow, available as an accessory. 

B. Adjustable backrest
The backrest can be raised to a 63° angle. The backrest can 
be locked in any intermediate position. A separate accessory 
can also be requested to provide greater head support.

Angle Adjustable Backrest

Extended Head Support
An optional extension will support 
the users head when the backrest 
winto position once the backrest has 
cleared the endrail.

A. Castors with 12.5cm diameter,  
individually braked 
Castors have individual brakes, and one castor also has a 
“directional lock” function.

Castor Choice Accessories

B. Castors with 15cm diameter, 
central braking system
These castors have a larger diameter with a central 
braking system and directional lock function. These 
functions can be operated from either side of the trolley.
one castor also has a “directional lock” function.

BH733 – Spare battery
This is a rechargeable, 24V spare battery recommended 
to prevent any interruptions during use.

B2WP – Wedge pillow
Pillow with 15° tilt and dimensions cm 55 x 55 x 141/2 h.

B2SCP – Semi-cylindrical pillow
Dimensions: 55 x 15 x 7 cm

Castor with individual brake Castor with directional lock

Central braking activated Directional lock activated
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The Paediatric trolley is available with 

either hydraulic or electric adjustment, 

and can be equipped with an elevating 

backrest.

Based around a smaller chassis, and a 

reduced weight capacity, the Paediatric 

model is aimed to accommodate children 

and small adults within a compact 

footprint.

150kg
MAX 

PATIENT WEIGHT 

A feature packed 
mobile shower trolley

Barella Paediatric

TRENDELEMBURG 
POSITION

WATER 
DRAINAGE

5˚ 12˚
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70 70

610-1000

780-860

700

610

1740

1710

12�

63�

210

270

5�

Key Dimensions (in mm)

Order Codes Electric Hydraulic
With rising backrest BP31C1121 BP31D1121

Accessories
BH733    Spare battery pack, 24v, rechargeable
BH744   Battery charger, wall-mounted
B2WP   Wedge Pillow
B2SCP   Semi-cylindrical Pillow
B2RH   Replacement Handset

Barella Paediatric

Technical Information
Height adjustment Control Hydraulic/Battery

Maximum Safe Working Load 170kg

Trolley Weight 80kg

Castor diameter 12.5cm

Castor Locking System Individual

Directional Locking Castor Standard

Folding side rails Standard

Trendelenburg Platform Tilt to 12° Standard

Water Drainage Platform Tilt to 5° Standard

Drain Hose Length 150cm

IP Protection X5

Power supply 220v, 500Ma  
 to battery charger

Electrical Safety Onboard circuit - 24v

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
K	Hydraulic, with double pedal
K	Electric, with handset
K	Electric, with pedal

PLATFORM
K	 Inside width 60cm

LENGTH EXTENSION
K	Fixed rails on head and foot end
K	Head end rail folding
K	Rails on head and foot end folding

BACKREST ADJUSTMENT
K	Flat Platform
K	Rising Backrest

BRAKING SYSTEM
K	 Individual on all castors,  

12.5cm diameter

Specification Choices

The backrest tilt can be adjusted up to  
a 63° angle via ergonomic control.
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An increased weight capacity of 180kg 

makes this an excellent trolley for 

everyday showering. Choose central 

locking castors for increased ease of use.

Our most popular model, the Adult 

chassis has a superb lifting frame which 

guarantees stability at every working 

height. Many options are available on this 

model, making it the trolley of choice for 

demanding environments.

180kg
MAX 

PATIENT WEIGHT 

A feature packed 
mobile shower trolley

Barella Adult

TRENDELEMBURG 
POSITION

WATER 
DRAINAGE

5˚ 12˚

Wide Top version also available
Instead of having to opt for the bariatric version, 
this Barella has the standard adult base with a 
wide top for additional room.
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Technical Information
Height adjustment Control Hydraulic/Battery

Maximum Safe Working Load 200kg

Trolley Weight 106

Castor diameter 12.5cm / 15cm

Castor Locking System Individual / Central

Directional Locking Castor Standard

Folding side rails Standard

Trendelenburg Platform Tilt to 12° Standard

Water Drainage Platform Tilt to 5° Standard

Drain Hose Length 150cm

IP Protection X5

Power supply  220v, 500Ma  
 to battery charger

Electrical Safety Onboard circuit - 24v

70 70

610-1000

780-860

780

620

2020

1980

12�

63�

210

270

5�

Key Dimensions (in mm)

Barella Adult

Order Codes Electric Hydraulic
Standard BR32D2111 BR32C2111 
Cent locking/rising backrest BR32D2122 BR32C2122 
Wide  BR32D3122 BR32C3122

Accessories
BH733   Spare battery pack, 24v, rechargeable
BH744   Battery charger,  wall-mounted
B2WP  Wedge Pillow
B2SCP  Semi-cylindrical Pillow
B2RH  Replacement Handset

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
K	Hydraulic, with double pedal
K	Electric, with handset
K	Electric, with pedal

PLATFORM
K	 Inside width 68 cm
K	 Inside width 80cm

LENGTH EXTENSION
K	Fixed rails on head and foot end
K	Head end rail folding
K	Rails on head and foot end folding

BACKREST ADJUSTMENT
K	Flat Platform
K	Rising Backrest

BRAKING SYSTEM
K	 Individual on all castors,  

12.5cm diameter
K	Central-braking with castors,  

15cm diameter

Specification Choices

The rail width can be reduced to  78 cm.
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A wide platform top gives adequate  

space for hygiene and handling, and  

the adjustable platform tilt provides  

extra comfort for the user enabling safe 

transfers, but also greater functional 

independence.

For the more substantial user, the Heavy 

Duty chassis delivers real performance. 

Twin electric actuators combine to 

provide effortless lifting and platform tilt. 

A detachable battery pack provides 

power whilst the trolley is moved around.

225kg
MAX 

PATIENT WEIGHT 

A heavy duty  
feature packed  
shower trolley

Barella Bariatric

TRENDELEMBURG 
POSITION

WATER 
DRAINAGE

12˚ 12˚
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70 70

Key Dimensions (in mm)

550-950

780-860

780

630

2020

1980

12�

140

270

12�

Barella Bariactric

Technical Information
Height adjustment Control Battery

Maximum Safe Working Load 225kg

Trolley Weight 106

Castor diameter 15cm

Castor Locking System Central

Directional Locking Castor Standard

Folding side rails Standard

Trendelenburg Platform Tilt to 12° Standard

Water Drainage Platform Tilt to 5° Standard

Drain Hose Length 150cm

IP Protection X5

Power supply 220v, 500Ma  
 to battery charger

Electrical Safety Onboard circuit - 24v

Order Code
BB33 

Accessories
BH733   Spare battery pack, 24v, rechargeable
BH744   Battery charger,  wall-mounted
B2WP  Wedge Pillow
B2SCP  Semi-cylindrical Pillow
B2RH  Replacement Handset

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
K	Electric, with handset

PLATFORM
K	 Inside width 68 cm
K	 Inside width 80cm

LENGTH EXTENSION
K	Fixed rails on head and foot end
K	Head end rail folding
K	Rails on head and foot end folding

BACKREST ADJUSTMENT
K	Non-tilting

BRAKING SYSTEM
K	Central-braking with castors,  

15cm diameter

Specification Choices

Rails can be dropped with one hand. 
Mattress height is 27 cm.
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